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Abstract 

The present report wishes to emphasise the problems 
specitic to insurance commitment in the space sector. 

After analysing the evolution of the insurance market 
through the various crisis we reach the present Nineties, 
a period of maturity in (he space sector where the 
insurance companies seem to be satisfied of the reached 
economic results. 

We then proceed to examine the main questions that 
the insurers have had to face from the beginning of their 
intervention in outer space and which have determined 
the specific characteristics of space insurance coverage. 
In particular the accent is placed on three main themes: 
the determination of insurance premiums, the relationship 
of co-operation to be established between space 
industries and insurance companies, the importance of 
the insurance guarantee as an essential requirement for 
companies to obtain indispensable financial resources to 
formulate and realise projects relevant to mostly 
commercial space activities. 

We feel bound to make a more technical kind of 
report on the subjects involved in "great space risks" and 
on the instalments by which the insurers cover them. We 
examine the clauses introduced in the insurance contracts 
including those limiting liability and the cross waiver 
clauses taken into consideration by American legislation. 

We then observe the various kinds of policies offered 
by the insurance market in the three phases: pre-launch, 
launch and life in orbit. Our attention is then drawn to the 
problem of liability, with a more accurate analysis of the 
insurance against liability for damages to third parties and 
a comparison of the European and American solution. 

After a brief study of some special policies, of the 
payment procedure and of the system for solving the 
controversies, we have tried to find an exact place for 
risks connected to activities in outer space in the 
framework of the European Community law. 
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In particular we examine the insurance system reserved 
by the directives of 1988 and 1992 to great risks, and 
how they have remarkably contributed to the realisation 
of an internal market for space insurance. 

Evolution of the insurance market to its present 
phase of maturity 

The first commercial satellite, TELSTAR I owned by 
American Telegraph and Telephone, marked the 
beginning of those activities carried out in outer space for 
not purely scientific but commercial reasons 
Commercialisation also involves competition among the 
persons committed to the production and the placing in 
orbit of the space objects for the maximum possible 
profit. Obviously, this cannot leave out of consideration 
those principles which having become fundamental in the 
framework of a healthy company management, required 
the space industries to protect themselves from the risk 
of possible accidents. The opportunity arose lor 
insurance companies to take part in this particular branch 
of industrial activity *. 

The insurance markets try to guarantee their clients 
from the happening of those casual events which can 
create losses and from the consequent obligation of 
reparation for the persons acknowledged as liable. The 
study of such events is generally approached through the 
calculation of probabilities, but tliis was not possible in 
the branch of space activities, especially in the early years 
when such new enterprises were taken up. Such a 
situation was worsened by the fact that damaging events 
which were beginning to occur in the area of space 
activities were not only closely connected among 
themselves but were particularly capable of conditioning 
the insurance company's cash flow, due to the enormous 
entity of the losses. This may explain why in the 
beginning the companies present on the market and 
interested in the new emerging branch of activities, 
companies who were already involved in the coverage of 
risks in the air industry, were reluctant for fear of not 
being able to honour their commitments. 

The insurance companies were not sufficiently 
prepared to approach the problems that space activities 
involved; they lacked an adequate technical knowledge of 
the production processes used by the space industries and 
of the functional features of their products. This 
prevented the insurance companies from properly 
estimating the risks of possible accidents deriving from 
production faults or mistakes during launching 
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procedures. Therefore it was impossible to determine 
adequate insurance fees which could guarantee the 
companies the necessary financial equilibrium .̂ In the 
beginning the insurance rates settled around 15% of the 
insured values and different franchises were set up for the 
insured parties. When the number of space projects to be 
carried out grew and with it the request for insurance 
cover, so much that the insurance premiums dropped to a 
level of 5%, the insurance market was overwhelmed by a 
series of accidents without precedents. Between the late 
Seventies and the early Eighties the amount of settled or 
soon to be settled damages was over 850 million $ 
compared to 535 million $ as a total of the premiums 
collected, which, reduced by the premiums returned to 
the clients in the event of a successful space operation, 
dropped to 445 million $•*. This dangerous financial 
difference was followed by an equally unbalanced 
reaction on the part of the insurance companies who 
raised the premiums to values equal to 20% or even 
30%. 

The high level of the premiums drove the companies 
to alternative solutions to the instruments offered by the 
insurance market, either through auto-insurance or 
through the creation of company pools. These pools by 
merging considerable resources, would allow them to 
face the consequences of a damaging event with the 
following reduction of the request for insurance services. 
It then became clear that to raise the rates was not 
enough; rather, it was necessary to push space operators 
to limit the number of accidents by increasing controls 
and it was also necessary to acquire technical 
competence for a correct calculation of the rates. Other 
requirements to be answered to re balance the market 
were the certainty of law and the transparency in the 
relationships existing among all the parties operating in 
the space field. 

After a rather unsettled phase it seemed that a certain 
equilibrium had been reached both from the point of view 
of the economic results and from the one regarding 
technological efficiency, nevertheless the market suffered 
a new serious shock. On January 2S 1986. the American 
space shuttle Challenger exploded in flight only 73 
seconds after take-off and the seven crew members died. 
The cause of the accident was the subsidence of the 
gasket of a joint placed between two segments of the 
solid propellant reactor̂ . 

The already serious situation which brought to a halt 
in the long series of shuttles launches was further 
worsened by the disaster which occurred shortly after to 
the European launcher ARIANE. Man's activity in outer 
space experienced a bar's rest and the insurance capacity 
was reduced considerably by a new and unexpected 
premium increase. 

The insurance companies attributed the responsibility 
of the serious market crisis to a scarce technological 

efficiency and to a control system not .suitable for the 
necessity of rrunuTiising faults, disorders and damages. 

Nevertheless, strong criticism was also addressed by 
the insurance world to the structure of the policies it was 
forced to formulate to induce its clients. In particular, the 
coverage offered was considered to be of excessive reach 
and therefore that it would exclude all implication of the 
person liable for the damaging event-5. The solution 
envisaged was to allow the insurance company to make 
good of its losses at the expense of the manufacturer who 
had undertaken his commitment in a negligent way or of 
the launching company who had not supplied an 
adequate service. The use of clauses preventing the 
insurer from the right of subrogation was to be limited in 
the contracts stipulated by the two above mentioned 
parties and the owner of the satellite. This would have 
offered the insurance market the possibility of suing the 
persons liable for the accident without having to 
undertake all the consequences personally and so to 
allow a reduction of the rates at the expense of the 
insured parties. 

The first symptom of a positive change, together with 
the resumption of space activities was the reaching of 
stable insurance premiums around 20% with a 
consequent total volume of collected premiums not much 
below the amount of the paid losses. Insurance 
companies became aware of the fact that competition 
along wrong lines was not productive and they realised 
that close co-operation on a world level would allow 
them to satisfy the needs of the space industries, seeing 
the enormous values at stake. It was therefore necessary 
to create insurance syndicates capable of offering their 
clients better services. An example of this new co
operative spirit was the creation of the Australian Space 
Insurance Group 

It was also deemed necessary to form closer 
relationsliips between insurance companies and 
companies operating in the space field to increase the 
technical competence of the insurance world and to 
obtain insurance covers in accordance with the real needs 
of the industries through a limitation in costs. The 
insurance capacity trend resumed its growth and the 
companies acquired a full awareness of their 
unreplaceable role: the worry over a future competition 
with forms of mutual insurance, once prospected by 
space industries, faded away and demonstrated the need 
to eliminate those clauses in the insurance contracts 
which foresaw a "bonus" to the advantage of the insured 
part}'. 

We can finally assert that in the Nineties the space 
field reached its full development. The insurance 
companies have reached some economical results, that is 
to say a satisfying ratio of premiums/damages. This 
allows us to expect the future possibility of avoiding to 
have to turn to the profits of other insurance branches to 
compensate the losses in the space field, what insurance 
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companies call "self-financing"". The global volume of 
the collected premiums in 1992 was over 400 million $, 
whereas the amount of paid losses was under 300 million 
$. Statistics show that the most dangerous phase in a 
space operation still remains the launch phase, and, 
within the latter, the principal causes of an accident are 
connected to technical problems in the vector, in the 
launched satellite or in the upper stage engines. 

The insurance capacity trend settled around 350-380 
million $, 65% of which coming from the European 
market, 30% from the American one and the remaining 
5% divided among other counuies where insurance 
companies are engaged in the space branch. It is 
important for the insurance companies to follow the 
development of the industrial and commercial activity to 
establish their future investments. 

The present general economic crisis induces many 
governments to reduce funds for research and space 
development and drives private companies to cuts on 
investments, with a consequent decrease in the offer of 
innovative products. The reduction of economic 
resources could affect the realisation of important 
scientific experiments, often already begun, especially in 
the case of failures due to accidental causes. To avoid the 
damaging effects of this trend it is necessary to 
rationalise expenses and, at the same time, the space 
insurance industry, besides covering commercial 
activities, must make the effort of widening its coverage 
and offering solid guarantees of security to scientific 
programs. 

Another strategic factor in the satellite market is the 
cost of launches. A widei availability on the market of 
systems and launch vehicles can have positive effects on 
the development of this sector. Russia is more than ever 
willing to provide western space companies with its 
vectors PROTON and ZENJI, China offers a cheaper 
alternative compared to American and European 
launching agencies with its "Long March" rockets. 
Finally a possibility is being studied to use Russian and 
American ballistic missiles for commercial launches. 

The dimensions of the launch vehicles designed and 
created up to now allowed the transportation of big 
satellites such as the present INTELSAT, however, the 
direction in which the space industry should evolve is 
that of smaller sized satellites (approximately 500 KGs) 
for which minor sized launch vehicles are used. The most 
important programs are IRTDIUM which establishes the 
placing of a high number of small satellites in early orbit 
and PEGASUS which is based on a launch vehicle not 
taking off from earth but breaking loose from an aircraft 
carrying it to a high altitude. Finally a class of small 
launchers has developed, which can only carry out sub 
orbital launches, such as SKYLARK, TEXUS and 
MASER7 The realisation of smaller sized satellites and 
launch vehicles will allow those countries and their 
private organisations having limited finances at their 

disposal to undertake space activities, such as Italy and 
the San Marco project, devised in the Sorties, which is in 
the forefront in the field of small launch vehicles. All 
these enterprises will hold a strong influence over the 
insurance markets, both for the consequent development 
of space activities and for the presence of new operators 
and the opportunities they will offer**. 

The insurance companies have created their own 
organisation, the "Space Risk Study Group", whose 
members meet twice a year to examine innovative 
aspects in the market. The Assicurazioni General.'̂  
organised since 1981 an international biennial convention 
with the participation of all the major representatives in 
the space field. Only a deep technical knowledge allows 
original solutions, adaptable to each situation, in a field 
where standardisation of insurance instalments is not 
permitted. 

Characteristics of space insurance covers 

The insurance branch dealing with space risks 
presents a strong lack of balance, in fact it holds a limited 
number of accidents whose consequences are, however, 
remarkable due to the amount of the insured values. The 
results must be measured over a long time range to avoid 
enthusiasms or disappointments dictated by periodical 
events. The rates are Uglier compared to insurance 
covers: an element which makes the market appetising 
for the insurance companies who must, in any case, offer 
particular guarantees to the operators to face space risks. 

The insurance companies cannot do much about 
limiting the percentage of accidents, tliis is a task for the 
manufacturers of space apparatus and for launching 
agencies. It is extremely important that the insurance 
companies work professionally due to the field's extreme 
tecluiicality and to the difficulties connected to trie 
evaluation of risks, to the determination of iosses and to 
the calculation of premiumŝ . Nowadays a restricted 
but extremely specialised number of insurance companies 
follows space events and the evolution of risks while 
technology' reaches new results ̂ '. 

The insurance premium constitutes a cost problem of 
primary importance for space operators, due to the fact 
that an insured program involves greater expenses. In the 
past the major world operators had searched for an 
alternative to the insurance market by creating mutual 
insurances. In these, each member was obliged to pay a 
share lower than the insurance rate it would otherwise 
have had to pay, and, in the event of an accident, could 
collect the whole sum put by -̂. When, due to the 
occurring of new accidents, it became ueeessaiy to 
collect other resources to cover the losses with an 
enormous financial exposure, it also became clear that an 
extremely specialised intervention to face space risks 
could only be offered by a solid experience in the space 
field. 
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A better solution had been found by 
ARIANESPACE, who tried to offer its clients a 
guarantee represented by a reimbursement in the case of 
a failure of the launch or by the execution of a 
completely free second attempt, but lately the company 
decided to avail itself of insurance covers to better face 
the consequences of accidents. 

One of the major worries of the buyers of space 
insurance services is that of counting on stable rates 
which make the insurance cover desirable and which 
allow the cost of a policy to be calculated beforehand for 
the purpose of filing a final budget for the project. To 
determine the level of the premiums the companies must 
examine a series of factors with particular technical 
characteristicŝ . 

The trend in the demand is strictly connected to the 
amount of the rates. When, for example, an insurance 
rate is over the level of 25-30%, it is not convenient to 
insure a satellite, because to keep a second one in reserve 
is less expensive. If the level of the rates is between 10 
and 25% the evaluation of the convenience varies from 
client to client. Finally if the rate is lower than 10% the 
insurance cover will present undoubtable advantages 
even for the parties less willing to face this expensê . It 
is therefore necessary for insurance companies to develop 
company strategies to limit the increase of the rates 
without penalising the financial balance. 

A correct determination of the rates requires an 
adequate technical preparation on the part of the 
insurance companies. The latter are more and more 
willing to co-operate with the companies to gain useful 
information and to update their pusonnel on the 
technological evolution of the space industry, the 
insurance company may moreover counsel the insured 
party from the moment the latter draws up the acquisition 
contract for the apparatus, and will then ask for the 
policy for a correct evaluation of the risks and of the 
relevant insurance rates. 

It should be expected that following the directions of 
the laws of the market, the more technically mistworthy 
projects may benefit of a lower priced insurance cover. 
Wlule a certain attention is drawn to the quality of the 
satellites, no difference in the premiums is laid down for 
the quality of the launch vehicles. In this sense a request 
arrives from ARIANESPACE who has launched in the 
last ten years 60% of the insured satellites with an 
extremely positive balance between premiums paid and 
suffered losses The insurance companies, though, tend 
towards a certain levelling of prices to avoid unpleasant 
fluctuations which would effect the insurance capacity 
trend. 

Space activities are characterised by risks whose 
consequences it is difficult to forecast not only on a 
technical level, but also on an economic one due to the 
extreme variability in the factors coming into the 
determination of an eventual accident and due to the 

multiplicity of effects on all the parties involved in the 
realisation of a space project. Space operators, including 
insurance companies, must therefore create flexible 
contractual plans to be kept constantly updated 
regarding the fast evolution of risksThe first flexible 
contractual element to be established is the date of 
execution of the contractual commitments. For security 
and reiiabiiity reasons the launching company may be 
obliged to postpone without the client being able to ask 
for the payment of any damageŝ 7. The client may also 
request to postpone and the penalty to be paid will be 
increased the more the request for delay is closer to the 
established date. 

The second flexible contractual element is the price. 
While in launching contracts the price is established at a 
flat rate, in the contracts between the manufacturer and 
the buyer of a satellite and between the manufacturer and 
his subcontractors this is not possible due to the heavy 
financial exposure and consequent risk that 
manufacturers cannot in any way suffer. It is therefore up 
to the client to undertake such burdens, through 
contractual clauses foreseeing future price increase as the 
amount of the received services grows ̂ . 

A last instalment of flexibility in the launching 
contracts is the clause giving the client the right to cancel 
the contract unilaterally .̂ To avoid that the practice of 
such a right may carry excessive economical weight for 
the client, if the launching agency manages to substitute it 
for a new client, it will not be obliged to pay any 
penalty .̂ 

In the past the satellite market was dominated by 
militajy needs. When technological development opened 
the way to commercial applications, it was the industries 
of countries already using outer space for war purposes 
who controlled the market and influenced international 
competition. The considerable political changes in the 
last years and the détente in the relationship between 
western countries and countries belonging to the ex-
Soviet block, have determined an inevitable reduction in 
the military expenses and a consequent re-balancing of 
competition in favour of those industries not formerly 
engaged in national defence programs. 

The range of commercial space activities, that is to 
say those aiming at the use of outer space and not at its 
exploration, is the one that is mostly expanding-'. 
Insurance companies, who are especially interested by 
such activities, must face the need to study innovative 
and evermore adequate instniments for the expectations 
of the space industry. 

Other than the traditional field of telecommunication, 
where at present high-definition television and cordless 
telephone systems hold a major industrial and economic 
role, there are many new sectors in which the insurance 
industry may carry out a stimulating or supportive role 
such as meteorology, remote sensing and observation of 
the Earth from outer space for the monitoring of the 
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environmental conditions of our planet and the relevant 
evolution. 

In the enormous structures launched and assembled in 
outer space it is possible to conduct very important 
experiments in conditions of micro gravity All this 
involves new possibilities of intervention for insurance 
companies, both to guarantee the success of the 
experiments and to protect the iife and safety of all those 
who will be working in outer space for long periodŝ -. 
To face this new commitment the interested parties, 
therefore the insurance companies too, gave life in 1986 
to INTOSPACE to widen the knowledge on micro 
gravitational programs and to spread them to those 
countries who can participate in their realisation. 

Another new sector which may need insurance cover 
is that of video events, that is to say big political, 
mundane or sports events transmitted via satellite and 
picked up by radio-television stations who may be 
insured against the risk of an unsuccesstul reception. This 
eventuality is included in the so-called contingency 
contracts, that is to say insurance agreements not 
covering physical persons or properties but economic 
losses deriving from future possible events-'--'. 

A new kind of intervention on the part of the 
insurance companies emerges in the field of the so-called 
political risks. In fact, space activities 'are frequently 
based on operative programs which are to be approved 
by the government authorities of each country. For many 
reasons the political power may cancel or noticeably 
reduce whole programs already close to their realisation 
phase. Even in this case the insurance market could 
intervene by offering policies that may also take this kind 
of risk into consideration. 

These present and future activities call for both public 
funds and private investments. The latter need an 
insurance for the protection of the properties and services 
that they will allow to be produced (damage insurance) 
and to protect the property of the suppliers (civil liability 
insurance)̂ 4 

Space risk and involved parties 

The insurance companies considered the problem of 
the management of risks connected with space activities 
when the combination of economic and technological 
development caused not only a worsening of the known 
risks but also the generation of new ones .̂ 

Space industry is unable to realise serial productions 
and so to exploit possible scale economy. This, added to 
the high value of the apparatus to be realised, exposes it 
to a heavy risk of losses, in the event of failures, or 
delays in the realisation of the programŝ . Moreover the 
companies engaged in the construction of satellites often 
commission systems to specialised industries and this 
reduces their control over the final product they 
commercialise. 

An important aspect characterising risk in space 
activities is that of being, in most cases, a total and not a 
partial risk. For these reasons space risks arc to be 
classified as great risks, and their evaluation requires 
various parameters to be considered such as the 
probability of an accident, the amount of the damages 
arid compensation, the frequency of the accidents in time. 

Insurance companies usually divide "great risks" into 
three groups: a) risks of a catastrophic origin, such as 
those connected to natural events; b) risks of political 
nature, those connected to wars, revolutions etc., c) risks 
of economic nature linked to technological development. 
Space risks are included in the category of great risks of 
economic and industrial nature. These, compared to the 
other two risk categories, have a remarkable advantage in 
the matter of insurance cover, they may be circumscribed 
and evaluated from a technical point of view, and are 
therefore insurable. 

The great risk reaches remarkable dimensions mostly 
in financial terms, whence the necessity of transferring 
the risk to an insurance company who may offer 
omnicomprehensive protection for the insured party. 
Obviously this kind of cover is extremely expensive for 
those who benefit from it and for those who supply it. 
This is the reason why insurance companies must resort 
to necessary instruments for the transferring of the risks, 
such as co-insurance or reinsurance. These allow the 
risk to be divided among the involved parties, limiting the 
serious economical consequences deriving from 
accidents. In the first case, the insured party stipulates 
more insurances with various companies against the same 
risk, for the same interest and the same amount of time, 
predetermining the share of coverage guaranteed by each 
insurance company. Co-insurance is the typical 
instniment the insurance market turns to when new or 
too heavy risks emerge for which a distribution among 
various operators is preferablê '. The policy may be one 
or there may be more, but the insurance company is 
obliged to pay the damages only in proportion with the 
share it has subscribed. 

In reinsurance, the mechanism of risk distribution is 
different and the insured party is not aware of it. The 
reinsured party , after the payment of a premium, may 
insiue the risk with another company (reinsurer), or part 
of the risk (reinsurance for percentage shares) assumed 
against the insured. This way, in the event of an accident, 
the insured party will pay its client the agreed damages, 
but will be entitled to a refund from the insurer within the 
limits of the reinsured surn^ 

Reinsurance has many advantages tor the involved 
parties: a) the reinsured may equally divide the assumed 
risks, strengthen its activities, ottering a wider number of 
covers, and limit the economic risk by transferring it this 
way to the reinsurer, b) the reinsurer, by taking over 
risks coming from different insurance companies may 
reach an ideal breakdown of the risks and provide a 
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remarkable economic and technical support to the 
insurance market, c) the insured, by not taking part in the 
reinsurance relationship, may profit from the stronger 
reliability reached by its insurance company to avoid in 
tuuire having to turn to more insurance companies. 

There are numerous parties involved in space 
activities and a first gross division may be carried out 
with reference to the product to be realised and later with 
reference to the insurance relationship 

Often the owner of the satellite and the manager of 
the latter are the same even if this is not the general rule. 
Up to recently the owners were mostly state 
organisations, then, with deregulation in 
telecommunication, many private companies became 
engaged in this activity for pure!}- commercial reasons. 
The manager must be able to intervene upon the satellite 
through its own control centre. He commercialises the 
satellite's services through branches spread all over the 
world 

The owner orders the construction of the satellite 
from the manufacturer who is never alone. There are 
always a head-purchaser and subcontracting parties, 
represented by many companies, generally of different 
nationality. The category of the satellite users is most 
varied and it depends on the purpose to be realised (from 
television, to communication, to remote sensing etc.). 
There are then a series of services attached among which 
the most important is the launching agency . 

In an insurance relationship we find the client, 
private, state or international party, represented by all the 
manufacturers, the owner, the manager and users 
possible, and the insurance company, which, by co
operating with highly specialised advisors wishes to reach 
the same purpose as the client: the proper functioning of 
the satellite or the realisation of the service ,̂ in the 
relationship between the two it is necessary to turn to 
specialised mediators (brokers) who can find sufficient 
insurance capacity on the world market to absorb and 
distribute the risks connected to space projects-̂ . The 
broker, by examining the client's space program, the 
obligations the latter has undertaken with the stipulation 
of the contracts on the acquisition and launching of the 
satellite and the financial feasibility of the operation, 
proposes an insurance scheme and contacts the insurance 
companies by organising meetings to illustrate the cover 
program he has arranged. 

We have already noticed that co-operation between 
the insurance company and its client allows to limit 
losses, but it may also minimise them-". It has been 
thought, for example, to program a higher number of 
multiple launches. The client, by asking the launching 
company to place more satellites into orbit at the same 
time allows the company he is insured by to break down 
the risk into more similar events and to receive an 
amount of premiums not diluted anymore within a wider 

number of single policies. At times, rather than acquiring 
a policy for the launch of a satellite it is preferable, right 
from the early stages of the realisation of the space 
project, to arrange a second satellite as a substitute of the 
first in case of an accident. This way the excessive 
recourse to insurance commitments is limited and above 
all the market works better in the framework of the 
existing insurance capacities-'-. Finally , in the event of 
space accidents, the client may provide help and 
technological assistance to the insurance company to 
allow the latter to face the accident without excessive 
expenditures. Think, in fact, of the precious technical co
operation that the insured may supply the insurer with 
whenever the possibility of recovering damaged 
apparatus from outer space arises. 

The launch phase is with no doubt the most 
dangerous of all space activities and the major cause of 
accidents happening in this occasion is to be attributed to 
faults found in the launch vehicles or in the relevant 
operations It is therefore extremely important to hold 
detailed information on the technical characteristics of 
the launch vehicle and of its previous flight experience- -1 

The better the control guarantees the cirent offers, the 
better insurance conditions he will be able to obtain, 
conditions in accordance with his needs but also 
advantageous as regarding the quality and economy of 
the acquired service. On tlie other hand, despite the 
highly praised progress in technological reliability, the 
percentage of accidents that have occurred to 
commercial satellites after the separation from the launch 
vehicles, in the so-called AKM and Early Orbit phases 
has increased in timê v The values changed from 6,5% 
in 1980 to 7,5% in the early Nineties. Moreover, because 
insured and insurers are, among the parties we have 
mentioned, the ones who are mostly penalised by the 
accidents often connected to a human error'-5, it is 
necessary that they co-operate through a joint effort, to 
carry out stricter quality controls and to create conditions 
that will allow the insurance market to operate more 
efficiently .̂ 

To realise and launch commercial satellites, banks 
and financial institutions capable of ̂ offering their own 
capital or credit are often turned to-'̂ . These financial 
operators, before approving intervention plans in favour 
of space activities, request the managers of the latter to 
stipulate an adequate insurance policy to guarantee the 
recovery of their capiial and an adequate remuneration 
for the kind of investment̂ . 

The remarkable number and possibility of accidents 
weighing on space activities involves the need to limit the 
enormous amount of claims that could be fried in the 
event of a failure bv the participants in the launches. To 
this purpose, it is usual to establish a scheme of mutual 
waiver of claims. This practice emerges from the first 
agreements stipulated by NASA regarding the supply of 
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launch services with the Space Shuttle-̂ . The principle 
of risk division was introduced, according to which each 
participant must beat the consequences of potential 
losses including the damages to property or personnel; 
clauses of this kind were also introduced by NASA in the 
launch contracts they signed with their own clients. This 
clearly demonstrates the necessity for each party involved 
in space activities to be insured. Today the scheme of 
contract waiver has evolved and is nowadays generally 
present both in the launch contracts drawn up by the 
U.S.A. and in the ones stipulated by AWANESPACE 
and by the Chinese launch industry "The Great Wall"40. 

The Commercial Space Launch Act, adopted by the 
United States Congress in 1984 is a law that takes into 
consideration the waiver of claims and the consequent 
limit of the liability, with the purpose of favouring 
national interest This law, as modified in 19864', 
establishes that the essential requirement to issue a 
situation of mutual waiver of claims consists in the fact 
that each company, having obtained The concession for 
the supply of the launch services, its clients, the 
government and the relevant contractors and 
subcontractors must accept to assume liability for the 
risks of each loss, material or physical damage or death 
consequent to the realisation of a space program. 

As the "Senate Commission for Commerce, Science 
and Transport" has said in its report presented to the 
Congress in 1988, the Minister of Transports may not 
waive the claims belonging to government employees41 

The latter may benefit from third-party liability insurance, 
imposed by art. 16 of the Commercial Space Launch Act 
Amendments. Moreover, the Government is not obliged 
to waive the claims if the failure of the launch has 
generated damage to its properties4-̂ . 

The question of the contract clauses for the allocation 
of space risks has been taken into consideration more 
than once by American jurisprudencê 4. 

The division of the risks among various parties is 
carried out through contractual mechanisms or cross 
waiver or limiting clauses, present in the contracts4-. 
Because the major consequences of a failure weigh 
heavily on the buyer, the need has arisen to elaborate a 
series of instruments, present in the contractual schemes 
of the satellite, for his protection4 .̂ The buyer may carry 
out controls and request information to verity the 
project; he may also cany out controls on payments 
through which the client makes the payments as the 
purposes are reached. Another instrument protecting the 
buyer of space systems is the interest scheme, according 
to which a part of the established price will be paid to the 
manufacturer only if the launched apparatus works 
properly. The last instrument fs the possibility of waiver 
of the contract, usually for a sound reason, but also 
without a specific or set ions one4'. 

The satellite sales contract differs from the sales 
contract as defined in the "Vienna Conference on 
International Goods Sale" of 1980. In fact, the satellite 
manufacturer does not guarantee his client from the 
absence of hidden faults nor the proper functioning of the 
satellite. If the client requests this kind of guarantee, he 
must pay an additional price. This "service-price" rapport 
is the basis of the contractual mechanism of incentive 
payments and establishes a number of incentives or 
penalties for the manufacturer to lead him to a correct 
execution of the contractual commitments. Incentive 
payments, by preventing the manufacturer from paying 
performance e premiums in the event of failure or 
technical problems, avoid any other kind of reparation. 
Therefore they limit the manufacturer's liability in the 
case of malfunctions and prohibit the waiver of the sales 
contract Incentive payments establish the eventual 
reparation on the part of the manufacturer and for this 
reason fhev may not be classified as limiting clauses of 
liability hut as penalty clauses 

Law has laid down the difference between these two 
contractual mechanisms. While the penally clause 
establishes the total liability of the defaulting party quite 
apart from the damage caused, the liability limiting 
clause defines the maximum limit for reparation not to be 
surpassed even in the eventuality of the damage having 
greater consequences4 .̂ 

The liability limiting clauses, such as the "negligence 
clause" were present in maritime transportation, but the 
1929 Warsaw Convention, on air transportation prohibits 
the clauses excluding the carrier's liability. Because a 
specific rule is lacking in space transportation one may 
consider as valid those clauses which, in this kind of 
transportation, refer to material damage, but are not 
applicable in the event of a major fault of the carrier.. 

These clauses are, on the contrary, widely used in 
satellite launching contracts4 .̂ They establish that each 
party, the satellite owner or the launching agency, must 
waive to declare the failure of the opponent as a valid 
reason for issuing an action of contractual liability. The 
contractors, in fact, by renouncing every possible appeal, 
undertake to sustain the damages caused to their 
properties and all the relevant consequences and are 
especially committed to guarantee the opponent against 
any claim requested by its co-operators or by third-
parties. Excluding appeals, the parties feel the need to 
safeguard themselves by drawing up insurance policies. 

All the United States legislations establish that the 
liability limiting clause be applied not only in the case of 
economic losses or of damages to property, but also 
when the fault of the manufacturer or of the launching 
agency is called upon only if this possibility is foreseen in 
the contract. It is important that the cross waiver clause 
expressly mentions the word "negligence" otherwise the 
court will have to deny its application. Bui, as the 
procedures for applyrng the clauses differ in the various 
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jurisdictions of the United States, the applicable iaw must 
be specified in the contract. The Court of the State of 
Maryland and the Court of the State of California came 
to two different solutions for the two similar cases of 
satellite INTELSAT VI and satellite PALAPA B-2 5 0 All 
jurisdictions deny the applicability of clauses to reduce or 
eliminate liability of the guilty party in the event of a 
wilful misconduct, that is to say the tion observance of 
the most elementary caution rules and of those 
techniques relevant to a specified profession''. 

There is a quite recent appearance on the space 
market of a new kind of contract for the supply of 
satellite: the contract of delivery in orbit^ The client 
settles a contract with a satellite manufacturer, the latter, 
at the head of a syndicate, is able to offer a range of 
services from the planning of the apparatus to its placing 
in outer space. 

The contract foresees not an only satellite, but a 
group of three satellites: the first must be placed in orbit 
by a certain date from the laying down of the contract, 
the second is to be launched after a certain interval from 
the first and the third is to be used as a substitute in case 
of a malfunctioning of one of the first two It is also up to 
the manufacturer and not to the client TO take care of the 
launch of the satellites undertaking the relevant risks'-*. 
Finally the manufacturer must supply its client with the 
equipment and control systems to allow, alter the 
launching, the orientation of the satellite, to keep it in the 
orbit indicated by the client or to correct it in the event of 
any inconvenience 

Through this kind of contract a global service is 
supplied covering all the phases of realisation of a space 
program relevant to the acquisition of a satellite system. 
The market segment to whom this "ready to use" 
contract is addressed is made up of clients who, although 
they operate in the space field, lack a wide scientific or 
technical preparation. This is the case of developing 
countries who wish to have independent satellite 
telecommunication systems'4 or of small companies who 
use the services supplied by satellite networks. 

As for the management of risks, the contract allows to 
transfer the risk from the client to the manufacturer. The 
latter must also face the risks of the client's delayed 
payment and insolvency and the risk of possible 
modifications in the program. In the light of these 
considerations, it appears necessary for the manufacturer 
to turn to an appropriate insurance cover even in the 
launch phase In the event of the satellite showing 
irreparable anomalies, it is declared totally lost and 
becomes property of the insurance company covering the 
relevant losses 

This kind of contract will-favour the development of 
commercial and industrial activities in outer space, 
because on one hand it will allow a reduction of risks and 
costs for those realising the project arrd on the other hand 

it will allow the companies to gain a wide amount of the 
purchases against the competition". The companies 
undertaking the cover' of risks must be capabie of 
developing a good absorption capacity. 

Main types of policy 

There are three forms of insurance mostly negotiated 
in the space field: insurance of the pre-launch phase, 
insurance of the launch phase, insurance of the satellite's 
life in orbit 

An insurance policy relevant to the pre-launch phase 
provides the coverage of all the risks which could happen 
from the beginning of the realisation of the space 
program right to the carrying out of the launch. It 
particular!}' refers to possible accidents which may 
happen during the production of the satellite and of its 
systems and sub-systems, during the phase of storage-
which is rather long-lasting because of the problems 
which can affect the predisposition of the launch-, during 
the phase of transportation of the satellite from the place 
of production to the launch site and finally during the 
placing of the satellite on the launching vehicle-10. 

The transportation may occur in different ways: 
transportation of the already assembled satellite or of its 
separately packed components, air, sea or road 
transportation. Because only the launch confers the space 
object its specific quality, the pre-tauncti phase risks are 
often covered by the transportation insurance market 
rather than by the space one, also because the premiums 
are lower. TTiis is often to the disadvantage of the client 
and the insurance companies in the space branch would 
rather cover the whole risk, in fact, it is not always 
possible to define the moment in which the transport 
phase ends and the space one begins. Generally the first 
phase ends and the next one begins with the opening of 
the clamps that hold the launching vehicle to the launch 
ramp and with the ignition of the first stage of the 
vehicle. 

In a satellite's pre-launch phase the buyer may also be 
insured against the risk of a delay in the delivery on the 
part of the manufacturer, but these are normal risks that 
insurance companies are used to covering even in other 
fields. 

The launch phase is without doubt the most delicate 
in the whole space program, the gravity of the risks 
determines a higher premium level compared to the two 
other mentioned coverage forms: the phase lasts from 
three to six months The relevant policy considers a 
variety of different risks: faults in the launching vehicle, 
trouble during the separation of the satellite from the 
various stages of the vehicle, the risk of the satellite not 
reaching its established orbit and finally the problems 
which ma}' occur during the preparation for the operative 
life and the control of the satellite's efficiency- 7 The 
launch policy may be divided into two completely 
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separate parts: one concerning the risks prior to the 
separation of the satellite from the launching vehicle, the 
second one concerning the risks subsequent to the 
separation. 

During the launch and the post-launch phase different 
kinds of accidents may be identified, and considering that 
unfortunately in this phase major accidents have 
happened (in 1984, 1985 and 1988), the global balance 
from the beginning shows a deficit of more than one 
hundred million 

The phase of life in orbit requires a specific coverage 
which represents a real insurance on the satellite's life. It 
begins at the end of the phase for verifying the satellite's 
operative capacities and the length of its lasting may 
vary In particular, as the life of a modern 
telecommunication satellite may last well over ten years, 
the policies are usually re negotiated yearly to adapt the 
terms to subsequent events which may occur while the 
satellite carries out its function. The first year is generally 
considered the riskiest, because during this period 
accidents may occur which could be relevant for the 
whole life of the satellite. 

The insurance for the period of life in orbit doesn't 
only guarantee the life of the satellite, it also guarantees 
that the latter is able to satisfy- the performance standards 
established by the sales contract'̂ . If this does not 
happen there is the possibility to request the insurance 
company for compensation for a "partial loss", the 
amount of which will depend on the remaining operative 
capacities of the satellite; if the faults are over a certain 
level, though, there will be a total loss of the satellite. 
Naturally if the launches become less hazardous, because 
the checks previous to the operation phase have been 
thorough, accidents win the orbit phase will diminish. 

After the first year the probability of faults is reduced 
but there still remains the possibility of the satellite being 
damaged by environmental factors such as meteorites, 
solar radiation, eclipses, cosmic dust, etc In particular-, a 
risk that the growing pollution of the space environment 
and the increasing crowding of the orbits involve is that 
of a collision with fragments floating in space, the so-
called space debris. From a NASA research it appears 
that only 6% of the objects present in the terrestrial orbit, 
of a diameter of at least 10 cm, is made up of operative 
satellites, the remaining 94% is made up of "space 
debris". The latter, especially if located in liigli orbits, 
pick up a very high speed and in spite of their small 
dimensions could cause great damage if thev hit a 
satellite. The probability of this happening is not really 
very high, but it is still present. In the geostationary orbit 
fragments and abandoned space objects not only risk 
collision with the numerous telecommunication satellites, 
but also risk creatine interference with the reception and 
transmission of signals from our planet'-"̂  

The 1972 Convention on the liability for damages 
caused by objects laimched in outer space does not 

consider the damages brought to the space environment. 
Although there exists a genera! principle of international 
law according to which a State should avoid that the 
activities carried out under its control cause any damage 
to environment, there is no international rule defining the 
objective liability for environment pollution*'In any 
case, there remains the civil liability in the municipal law 
and even if it is difficult, in these cases, to identify the 
connection between the damage and the cause that 
brought it about, it seems necessary that the insurance 
covers relevant to the period of the satellite's functioning 
in orbit also take into consideration this kind of risk. 

Insurance on civil liability which may arise for 
different subjects, such as the launching agency, the 
entity using the satellite for commercial purposes and 
finally third partieŝ . The civil liability of the launching 
agency against the owner or the user of the satellite or of 
these against the former, may occur respectively when 
the launching vehicle damages one or more satellites 
during the execution of a multiple launch, or when the 
space apparatus has caused damage to the launcher or to 
another client. Civil liability against the subject who 
intends to commercialise the services offered by the 
satellites arises when the space apparatus can no more 
offer adequate services because of a fault in the 
runctionrrig of the satellite, or because of a mistake in the 
launching procedure or in the subsequent control phase. 
It is obviously necessary in these cases to have an 
insurance coverage to guarantee the different parties 
involved from unpleasant consequences. 

Particular attention is to be paid to the insurance for 
third-party liability. In particular, the insurance in the 
launch phase involves two kinds of liability which may 
derive from accidents occurred in such occasions. The 
first refers to damages to personnel or property 
belonging to the Government or to the launching agency, 
the second to the accidents occurred to third parties, that 
is fo say to natural or artificial persons alien to the launch 
operationŝ . In fact, during the phase preceding the 
ignition of the engines, not only explosions but also fires 
may occur. The insurance relevant to the phase of life in 
orbit also guarantees against damages deriving from 
collisions with other equipment placed in outer space and 
against the damages caused to third parties on the Earth 
in the event of a fall of the satellite or of its fragments. 

The authorities of those countries mostly involved in 
launching operations require suitable guarantees of 
financial coverage for this kind of damage 
Unfortunately, the existing insurance capacity for civil 
liability connected to the operations of launching and lile 
m orbit of the satellites is still inferior to the request 
which is generally around 1000 million $ This is because 
the insurance companies do not consider as appetising 
the premiums that the space operators are willing IO pay 
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in view of the risks which, although of enormous 
consequences, may difficultly happen. 

In Europe, the problem of tiiird-party liability has 
been faced by the company ARIANESPACE, through 
the joint intervention of the insurance market and of 
European governments In fact, the space operators who 
intend to have their satellites launched by the veliiclc 
ARIANE have an insurance coverage of about 420 
million French francs at their disposal, guaranteed by 
ARIANESPACE and by the involvement of different 
insurance companies European governments have 
agreed, on their hand, to financially sustain the requests 
for damages higher than the mentioned insurance04. 

These insurance guarantees are requested because of 
the growing number of public and private subjects 
operating in the space sector for whose activities the 
States are internationally liable, according to the 1967 
Treaty on Outer Space. With the 1972 Convention on 
Liability a regime of liability was created (liability being 
objective for the damages to third parties on the earth's 
surface), which falls back on the international subjects, 
the States and the international organisations. 

In Europe the correspondence to the principles of 
international space law is guaranteed by the institutional 
tie that the launching agency ARIANESPACE keens 
with the French government and the European Space 
Agency*''. In fact, ARIANESPACE could not carry out 
any activity without the consent of the other two 
subjects In the United States, instead, private 
companies supplying launching services have no 
institutional tics with the federal Government, and it has 
therefore been necessary to introduce a legislative 
regulation expressly establishing the conditions according 
to which commercial enterprises mav operate in that 
branch66. 

At present, the situation in rlre United States is 
different compared to the one in Europe. The federal 
Government prescribes conditions for the private 
companies who wish to supply launching seivices for 
commercial reasons, from those wishing to use the Space 
Shuttle NASA requires the purchase of a policy against 
third-party liability with a maximum amount of 500 
million $ and undertakes the commitment to reimburse 
eventual requests for the part exceeding such 
coverage67. This, kind of intervention is conditioned by 
the fact that the damage happens in a precise interval of 
time, called "risk period" beginning when the load to be 
sent into space is placed on the Shuttle and ending when 
the Shuttle, after having deposited it in orbit, returns on 
Earth6^. Furthermore, NASA requires an insurance also 
for the period of life in orbit, but does not supply any 
compensation if the damage to third parties occurs after 
the risk period. The eventual damage to property 
belonging to the American Government are covered by 
the NASA, while those occurred to the properties of 
private clients are at the expense of the latter unless there 

are any particular contractual agreements made between 
the parties or any optional insurance policies. 

While the Shuttle, during the same mission for 
transportation of commercial satellites, always carries out 
tasks for the Government, this is not always possible 
when non-reusable launch vehicles are employed (ELY). 
On the other hand, the private companies engaged in the 
supply of launching services have felt the increasing 
pressure of foreign competition stimulated by an increase 
in the request for non-reusable vehicles, also because of 
the Challenger tragedy which had interrupted the positive 
series of launches carried out by the shuttle. 

Foreign launclurig agencies may in fact count on 
Government sustain for third-party liability; this induced 
the American Government in 1988 to pass and 
amendment on the "Commercial Launch Space Act". 

The 1984 "Commercial Space Act" established an 
expensive situation for those companies operating in the 
field of commercial launches; they were to protect the 
equipment and the personnel that the Government 
.supplied and also, to fully sustain the cost of the 
insurance for third-party liability and of the other policies 
relevant to the coverage of their properties. On the other 
hand the laws and the administrative rules established for 
private companies a liability exceeding any kind of 
insurance coverage; that is to say that these companies 
were exposed to an unlimited liability0 .̂ To allow 
national companies to compete against foreign operators 
an amendment was passed in 1988 to the "Commercial 
Space Act". 

In particular .Art. 16 establishes that the subject 
requesting a government licence must prove lie 1ms 
arranged a system of insurance protection against third-
party liability, but it also lays down that the amount of 
the insurance must be determined by the Minister for 
Transport, with the opinion of NASA and of the Air 
Force, but it may not exceed 500 million $. The second 
comma of An. lb deals with insurance against material 
damage to property. It demands the company requesting 
a government licence to have an insurance coverage 
sufficient to compensate the maximum possible loss of 
property or equipment belonging to the United States 
and damaged during the operations carried out in 
accordance with the above mentioned authorisation. The 
insurance policy must indicate the Government of the 
United States as the added insured party, and its amount 
must be established by the Minister for Transport within 
a maximum limit of 100 million $. It is necessary that the 
Government of the Umted States share the risks and 
liabilities consequent to national space activities. This is 
regulated by the amendment̂ . In the first place the 
Government compensation only holds good for legally 
recognised damage requests, filed by third parlies and 
only in the case of activities carried out by virtue of a 
federal licence. In the second place the Government 
covers the damages only for the difference between the 
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request for compensation and the amount insured by the 
private companies and within a maximum limit of 1,5 
million S. Therefore above this amount it is always up to 
die private launching company to satisfy the requests for 
damages. Finally, the Government is not expected to 
intervene for the coverage of damages when the latter are 
caused by intentional misconduct on the part of the 
subject supplying the launcliing services. 

New contractual mechanisms are often laid down not 
so much as to prevent the manifestation of a risk but 
more so to limit the consequences and to allow the 
continuation of the program. Such mechanisms often 
involve the stipulation of special policies 

One of these is the replacement in case of a failure 
of the launch; according to the sales contract, the 
satellite manufacturer is obliged to supply the client with 
substitute satellites if the launched satellite presents any 
technical problems making it unsuitable for the use 
formerly defined with the buyer The sales contracts 
establish a different replacement from the one laid down 
in Art. 46 of the 1980 "Vienna Convention on 
International Goods Sale"7'. In fact, in our case, the 
replacement of the faulty satellites is not entirely free 
because the relevant onus integrated the sales prices 
established in the contract. The economic risk of the 
operation weighs on the client, while the launching 
agency only sustains the technical risks. In fact the new 
launch, which must in any case be paid for. will only be 
privileged in its temporal execution compared to the 
launches previously booked by other subjects. For these 
reasons the client must necessarily turn 10 an insurance 
coverage allowing a correct placement of the risks7^ 

Today it is possible to try and carry out a repair 
operation of the compromised equipment in outer space 
and to obviate the total loss of the latter. This kind of 
operation involves considerable risks and a high cost; it is 
therefore evidently necessary to turn to an adequate 
insurance coverage without which, in the event of a 
failure of the attempt at restoration, there is the risk of 
adding to the first loss a further considerable prejudice. 

To guarantee the maximum safety for space 
personnel during missions, it is still necessary to carry 
out thorough teclinical studies and to lay down 
regulations, in the different internal orders of the States, 
following the principles of international law applicable to 
the subject7-3 Such a question could not leave the 
insurance market indifferent: The United States National 
Space Institute was the first to buy an insurance for the 
ciew of the Space Shuttle. It is established that 
Government organisations insure public or military 
personnel, while the employees of private companies can 
be protected thanks to the intervention of their employers 
who stipulate collective policies. With the advent of 
space stations and orbital laboratories the iustuance on 
space personnel will register a remarkable increase. Even 

though the risk is not much different from the risk of an 
aircraft pilot, it is not easy to immediately identify the 
real effects of a flight in space on the person of the 
astronaut. 

We must not forget that the policies establish a series 
of general waiver clauses according to which the 
happening of a series> of events is not guaranteed by 
insurance coverage. This is the case, for example, of 
damage caused by war and hostile acts in times of peace 
or during an armed conflict; by anti-satellite devices using 
nuclear fission or fusion or laser beams; by insurrection, 
riots, risings, rebellions, revolutions, civil wars and acts 
of usurpation, by confiscation by order of the 
Government authorities, other organisations or public 
officials; by nuclear reactions or radiation, radioactive 
contamination of any kind, except radiation naturally 
present in the space environment; by radio or 
electromagnetic interference causing economic damage 
and finally by intentional actions carried out by the 
insured party or by subjects who have stipulated 
contracts with the latter regarding the use of the satellite. 

The operators are being convinced that the 
application of the No Claim Bonus clauses is possible in 
mass risks, while in space risks it involves many 
problems, even ii" a revision of the premiums in the event 
of a reduction of the risks would be useful. It is also 
being discussed if it is advantageous to introduce the so-
called Sunset Clause in the space field, that is to say the 
contract formulation limiting the insured party's 
possibility of notifying the damage within a limited 
period. 

Payment is usually issued shortly after the statement 
of the accident. This, accompanied by proper 
information, including the results of the committee of 
inquiry on the causes of the accident, must be notified as 
soon as possible to the insurance company and in any 
case not more than thirty days from the moment the 
insured company is informed about the accident. .Among 
the various probative elements of the detrimental event 
the partial, total or presumed loss must be pi oven as well 
as the real loss whenever the insurance contract includes 
coverage for the loss of profits. The insured party must 
prove it has acted with the due care to avoid or limit the 
above mentioned loss74. The amount of the sum to be 
reimbursed is generally predetermined but could be 
reduced in the event of partial damages. On the other 
hand every space insurance operation is peculiar, 
therefore no pre-established contract exists. 

If the parties do not reach an agreement about the 
request for damages in the thirty days following the 
presentation of the evidence, each party may turn to an 
arbitral organ for the solution of the controversies. After 
approximately seven days the insurance companies are to 
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deposit the sum equivalent to the amount of the 
calculated damage in a bank. 

The insurance contract may expressly establish the 
procedure for the recourse to the above mentioned 
arbitral organ 7'. For example, it is possible to refer to 
what has been established in this respect by the 1972 
Convention on Liability . This was, a committee made up 
of three members will be formed, two members named by 
the parties and the third one named by the first two. If 
one of the parties doesn't name its own member, the 
other may request that the appointment may be done by 
the court of the State or of the province in which the 
insured party resides. As lor the role of such an organ it 
must be said that it should follow the rules of arbitral 
procedure of the International Chamber of Commerce 
and its decisions, inspired by the principles of justice and 
equity should be binding. 

Compared to traditional jurisdictional organs the 
arbitral procedure presents remarkable advantages. In 
fact operators and space insurers confront each other on 
different if not unique questions, therefore questions it is 
difficult to solve on the basis of existing precedents in 
jurisprudence. Furthermore, the disputes are often solved 
by the courts by appealing to traditional legal principles 
and not on the basis of the regulations of space law. 
Moreover, judges often have no experience in the space 
field or no specific preparation to understand the 
employed technology and they are often lacking the 
necessary instruments to judge the subjects involved in 
the disputes It is therefore best that the parties first agree 
on the necessity of turning to arbitral organs; the arbiters 
will be appropriately competent regarding insurance 
coverage, space technology and most of all in legislation 
to be applied for the solution of the specific case. Lately 
the procedure has developed in this direction. 

The insurance contract establishes the right to 
subrogation on the part of the insurer with the 
consequent possibility for the latter to make good of 
eventual damages at the expense of the liable legal or 
physical persons. The insured party will co-operate to 
guarantee the practice of such a right. This rule is often 
hard to apply due to the difficulty of the trial and because 
of all the appeal waiver clauses included in the various 
contracts, which we have previously mentioned. 
Naturally, an adequate equilibrium could be found in the 
interpretation given by the chosen jurisdictions of the 
different appeal waiver clauses7 6. Finally the insurance 
contract must expressly indicate the law applicable in the 
case of controversies connected to its interpretation and 
realisation77. 

Space insurance in the Community Law 
Freedom of service, one of the basic principles of 

Community law, carries competition in the European 

framework to a higher level and necessitates an 
appropriate harmonising legislation even in the 
framework of space insurance. 

The concept of great risk has been widely dealt of in 
the second directive of the E E C . Council regarding the 
co-ordination of damage insurance, Directive n.357 of 
June 22nd 19887 .̂ The main purpose is to create a 
market within the European Community for the so-called 
great risks based on the principle of the home State, that 
is to say of the State in which the insurance company 
covering the risk is situated. Such a criterion establishes 
that whenever a company wishes to offer another 
member State an insurance coverage for great risks, the 
relevant authorisation is to be issued by the authorities of 
the State of origin and not by the host country, unless 
the activity is carried out from a branch or by an agency 
fixed by the Stale in question7^. A "single licence" is 
proposed because, in this case, as for the Community 
trend for the practice of other basic kinds of freedom, 
between the two kinds of approach, harmonisation or 
reciprocal recognition, the second one is preferable. 

Among the problems faced by Directive n.357 what 
we are most interested in regards the creation of two 
different insurance systems, one for' the coverage of great 
risks and the other for mass risks, that is 1o say risks of 
no great gravity. Art. 5 letter D of the Directive divides 
the category of the great risks into three sub-groups 
according to classifying criteria not based on the gravity 
of the risk but on its nature and on the importance of the 
insured party. 

The first group includes risks relevant to 
transportation (such as ships, aircraft's and rolling-stock), 
goods in transit and any kind of legal liability weighing 
on the carrier. The second group includes the so-called 
"credit" and "guarantee" risks (that is to say insurance for 
the insolvency of the debtor, exportation credit, 
mortgages, etc), provided the insiued party carries out, 
in a professional capacity an industrial, commercial or 
independent profession and the risk weighs on such 
activity. Finally, the third group refers to fires, other 
damages to property, legal liability in general (Different 
from the first group) and the various financial losses. The 
risks belonging to this last group are to be considered 
great risks only if the insured company exceeds at least 
two of the relevant parameters, that is to say a 
patrimonial status of 12,4 million E C U , a net amount of 
the global business of 24 millron E C U , and 500 
employees. Such parameters have been halved since 
January 1st 1993 8 0 

The risks relevant to space activities are part of the 
concept of great risk both for the importance of the 
insured party and for the nature of the risk. As lor the 
first aspect, it is obvious that the subjects involved in 
space activities present remarkable dimensions, they 
being State or inter- State organisations, big private 
companies or company holdings. As for the second 
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aspect, it is undeniable that the nature of space risks is 
not unique, but extremely various, the risks connected to 
the transportation of the space object are with no doubt 
part of the first group of great risks. By analogy, the ones 
connected to the launch phase and to the placing in orbit 
can be enclosed in the group of great risks relevant to 
transportation due to the characteristics of the objects, 
such as launch vehicles, space shuttles, etc. Furthermore, 
considering that space objects such as satellites and space 
probes are equipped with independent propulsion 
systems, the too are considered as vehicles. Therefore, 
even the risks relevant to a fall back onto Earth or to a 
collision with other space objects or airerafts in flight can 
be undoubtedly included in the group of risks regarding 
transportation. Instead, the risks relevant to an 
unsuccessful functioning in orbit of the space apparatus, 
to the consequent losses for the managing subjects and to 
the financial risks connected to delays in the execution of 
the launches seem to be part of the third group of great 
risks, that is to say the one regarding financial losses. 

It is necessary to consider the two different insurance 
systems that Directive n.357 lays down for great risks 
and mass risks'* 1. While for great risks there is the 
possibility of accumulation, that is to say the possibility 
for an insurer having its headquarters in a member State 
of insuring a risk in this State not only directly from its 
headquarters, but also from an area in another member 
State, for mass risks it must follow the authorisation 
system for the policies and relevant premiums of the host 
Country. 

The two different risk types also establish different 
regime for the technical reserves of the insurance 
companies. Even if it would be preferable that they be 
harmonised for all kinds of policies, at present it is 
foreseen that for great risks the technical reserves be 
subject to the regulations of the member State in which 
the company has its headquarters, whereas in mass risks 
the reserves are regirlated by the rules of the host 
Country. 

It is important to specify that Directive n.357 does not 
foresee an immediate actuation of the system relevant to 
great risks. This will be applied progressively, but with a 
different timing for the various insurance branches and 
member States. January 1 st 1 999 is the date starting from 
which all the States will be able to apply a uniform 
system, after tire phase of adaptation and of progressive 
application, today the system for the actuation regime is 
faster in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 
Spain was slower to apply the directive, quickening the 
pace in a later phase. Finally Greece, Ireland and 
Portugal are the Countries in which the actuation will 
follow a slower rhythm. 

lrndoubtedly the greater liberalisation introduced in 
the field of the great risks by Directive n.357 will allow 
insurance comparries to reach a global presence on the 

market offering products more adequate to the needs of 
the clientele with policies on a European scaled 

On June 18th 1992 the E.E.C. issued a new Directive 
on insurance. Directive 92/49"J co-ordinates legislative, 
regulation and administrative provisions regarding direct 
insurance different from life insurance, and also modifies 
the first two Community directives on damages 
insurance, that is to say 73/239 and 88/357. This third 
prescriptive intervention of the European Community 
Council considers that the previous Directive n357 
contributed remarkably to the realisation of an internal 
market for damage insurance, but it recognises the need 
for the integration of the insurance markets to be 
completed. The purpose of Directive n.49 is therefore to 
allow those subjects interested in buying an insurance 
coverage to do so from any insurer with headquarters in 
one of the member States of the Community and carrying 
out his activity in virtue of the system of free 
establishment or free service. The system will allow 
insurance companies to look onto the other European 
markets in search of better operative conditions, and at 
the same time to enrich the new contexts in which they 
will be working with their past experience. The markets 
will become more dynamic and competition more vital; 
this new reality will be of advantage to the clientele, 
offering the possibility of comparing different operators 
in the insurance market and a great variety of offers and 
technical solutions to choose from. 

Unfortunately Italian insurance companies still 
denounce the lack of a national law of the equilibrium 
reserves, which would allow them to adequately face the 
competition of the other European insurance companies; 
an already strong competition on other fronts which has 
brought to the revision of administrative and financial 
management to improve economic results, cost incidence 
and most of all the quality of the services offered. 

The equilibrium reserves represent an instrument 
which allows to compensate in a few years the income 
and expenditure of the great risks insurance branch, even 
in such an unbalanced sector (for the ratio of loss and 
gain) as the space one. The institution of this instrument 
has been suggested not to obtain simple fiscal benefits, 
but to avoid that, seeing the length of space insurance 
contracts, the premiums cashed in wide advance be 
considered common profits to be attributed to the year of 
stipulation of the contracts and therefore not available for 
the coverage of eventual later losses. That is to say that 
the mentioned reserves must allow to set aside a part of 
the income not distributed to the shareholders of the 
insurance companies, income which would not be taxed 
tor a certain number of years. 

The Italian government showed its appreciation of 
this idea with the formulation of a relevant bill: 
nevertheless, this was not welcomed by the insurance 
companies because it limits the equilibrium reserves to a 
three year period whereas the expected period was of at 
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leas ten years and also because it foresees an automatic 
return to fiscalisation at the end of the mentioned period, 
instead of reconsidering everything again. 

Conclusions 

The present general report on space risks wishes to 
demonstrate the specific quality of the subject from a 
technological, economic, commercial and also political 
point of view. We have seen how the insurance industry 
has been trying hard to sustain, by all the instruments at 
its disposal and also by creating new ones, a sector which 
for its peculiar characteristics does not allow those 
operating in it to plan future engagements with a high 
probability of obtaining positive results and to yield from 
its investments. The risk to be faced is much greater than 
the one normally characterised by company activities. 

The insurer appears as a privileged operator for 
international commerce and technology; he not only is 
the financial guarantor for a positive outcome of the 
space mission, but, as he is to necessarily intervene with 
competence from the first supply contracts, he becomes a 
particular partner, and, directly or indirectly, a promoter. 

A last observation must be made. Precisely when the 
space sector seemed to have reached a certain 
equilibrium between the total volume of premiums and 
the one of damages paid to insured parties, a great new-
problem has occurred to insurance companies and to the 
operators of all the other productive and commercial 
branches: the crisis which has recently hit the whole of 
the world's economy. 

The Governments of those countries mostly involved 
in the realisation of commercial or scientific programs 
connected to the use of outer space have been forced to 
cut expenses in the research and in the application sector 
and consequently the national and international agencies 
have had to cancel those projects still in the study phase 
or to limit the capacity of those ready to be realised. The 
economical problems could lead to a contraction in 
private investments with a remarkable reduction of 
innovative products available on the market in the near 
future. All this could cause a slowing-down of 
technological evolution with a probable decadence of the 
quality of the space products and a worsening of the 
security standards reached up to now. 

To avoid such consequences and to avoid the 
inevitable negative repercussion on insurance conditions, 
it is essential to carry out a policy of rationalisation of 
expenses allowing to direct the investments in such a way 
as to avoid those projects not offering sufficient 
guarantees or being unsuitable for the satisfaction of the 
market's needs. It is therefore extremely important that 
the insurers support the .companies during the 
preparation of the programs and that they give their 
support not only to commercial enterprises but also to 
scientific projects. Fuilhermore, it is necessary that the 

insurance companies exploit the advantages that 
international co-operation now offers in the space field, 
the overture towards the western world on the part of 
those countries where the communist regimes have fallen 
will permit the comparison of experiences that the 
different space operators have undertaken. This will 
represent a further instalment for finding new solutions 
to the problems in this sector. 
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26th M a r 1993 

DETAIL OF LOSSES, EXPENSES, KfcCUVEKUiS' (statistics) 

PAID LOSSES 
SATELLITE INSURED DATE PHASE (Million USS) NOTES 

OTS 1 ESA 13.09.1977 LAUNCH 29.13 
ANIK B INC. RCA ASTRO 31.01.1979 LAUNCH INC. 0.38 
JAPAN ECS NASDA 06.02.1979 LAUNCH 13.90 
SATCOM III RCA CORP 07.12.1979 LAUNCH (akin) 70.00 
SATCOM III INC. RCA ASTRO 07.12.1979 LAUNCH INC(akm) 6.93 
INTELSAT V F l . F2 INC. FORD AEROSP. 23.03.1981 LAUNCH INC. (sat) 0.42 
INSAT IA GOV. OF INDIA 10.04.1982 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 64.90 
INSAT IA INC. FORD AEROSP. 10.04.1982 E. ORB INC. (sat) 5.35 
MARECS B ESA 10.09.1982 LAUNCH 20.00 
MARECS B INC. BAe 10.09.1982 LAUNCH INC. 1.07 
INTELSAT V F5, F6 INC. FORD AEROSP. 28.09.1982 LAUNCH INC. (sit) 2.60 
SATCOM II RCA CORP. 01.04.1983 IN ORBIT (sit) 9.00 
OSCAR 10 AMSAT 16.06.1983 LAUNCH 0.25 
WESTAR VI WESTERN UNION 03.02.1984 LNC (psm D) (ups) 85.00 (Orig. 105 Mio less 20 Mio recov. from sale) 
PALAPA B2 PERUMTEL 03.02.1984 LNC (pun D) (ups) 55.16 • * » (Orig. Loss 75.39 Mio less recovery from sale 

1 Mio Dep. + 8.5 Mio 1st Inst, on 31/12/86 + 
8.5 Mio 2nd Inrt + 2.23 Mio Ins on 30/06/87) 

INTELSAT V F6. F7 MCS INTELSAT .03.1984 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 2.94 
INTELSAT V F7, F8 INC. FORD AEROSPACE .05.1984 E. ORB INC. (sat) 4.52 (plus about US.S 300,000 for claim expenses 

on F5 , F6, F7, F8) 
INTELSAT V F09 INTELSAT 09.06.1984 LAUNCH 102.00 
PAL. B2 / WEST. VI 08.11.1984 RETRIEVAL 10.S0 (Retrieval expenses) 
ANIK D2 TELESAT CAN. 08.03.1985 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 4.21 
ANIK D2 INC. SPAR AEROSP. 08.03.1985 E. ORD INC. (sal) 0.20 
LEASAT 3 (SYNCOM IV 3) HUGHES 12.04.1985 LAUNCH (ups) 19.50 (Original Loss 85.0 Mio, 32 Mio recovered on 

30.12.85 + 8.375 Mio on 30/12/87 + 8.375 M i 
on 30.12.88 + 8.375 Mio on 30.12.89 + 8.375 
Mio on 30.12.90) 

ARABS AT 1A ASCO 17.05.1985 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 6.67 (plus about US.S 500,000 for claim adjustment 
expenses on the two ARABSAT) 

ARABSAT IA INC. AEROSPATIALE E. ORB INC. (sat) 4.00 
ARABSAT IB ASCO 19.06.1985 LNC (pam D) (ups) 3.83 

LEASAT 4 (SYNCOM IV 4) HUGHES 27.08.1985 LNC (sal) 85.00 
Ariane VI5 decl ARIANESPACE 12.09.1985 LAUNCH 9.28 
ECS 3 E5A 12.09.1985 LAUNCH 84.50 (65 Mio + 19.5 Mio contingency) 
ECS 3 INC. MATRA'-BAe 12.09.1985 LAUNCH INC. 1.25 
SPACENET 3 GTE 12.09.1985 LAUNCH 85.00 
SPACENET 3 C L . RCA Astro 12.09.1985 LAUNCH 17.00 
GSTAR 2 GEOSTAR 14.03:1986 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 2.25 
Ariane VI8 decl ARIANESPACE 30.05.1986 LAUNCH 10.44 
INTELSAT V F14 INTELSAT 30.05.1986 LAUNCH 82.00 
TV SAT 1 DBP 20.11.1987 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 57.10 
TELECOM IB INC. MATRA 15.01.1988 IN-ORB INC. (sat) 0.60 
INSAT IC GOV. OF INDIA 29.07.1988 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 68.32 
INSAT IC INC FORD AEROSP. 29.07.1988 E. ORB INC. (sat) 3.45 
GSTAR 3 GTE Corp 11.09.1988 LAUNCH (akin) 60.00 
GSTAR 3 Gcostar GEOSTAR 11.09.1988 LAUNCH (akm) 5.00 
GSTAR 3 INC. RCA Astro 11.09.1988 LAUNCH INC(aktn) 7.37 
HIPPARCOS INC. MATRA' 06.08.1989 LAUNCH INC.(ikm) 6.64 
UOSAT D UNIV. OF SURREY 22.01.1990 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 0.38 
SUPERBIRD B sec 22.02.1990 LAUNCH 94.50 
BS-2X GE Astro 22.02.1990 LAUNCH 94.90 
INSAT ID D.O.S. 06.07.1990 EARLY ORBIT (sal) 1.03 
INSAT ID INC. GOV. OF INDIA 06.07.1990 E. ORB INC. (sal) 0.44 
TDF 1 TELED. DE FRANCE 06.08.1990 IN ORBIT (sal) 25.05 
BS 3A NASDA 31.08.1990 EARLY ORBIT (sal) 11.60 
SATCOM 3R tpt RAINBOW 01.09.1990 IN-ORBIT (sat) 1.00 
SUPERBIRD A sec 20.12.1990 IN-ORBIT (sat) 170.00 
ANIK E2 SPAR AEROSPACE 12.04.1991 E. ORB INC. (sat) 0.63 
BS 3H G.E. ASTRO 18.04.1991 LAUNCH 96.40 
MAXUS 1 MBB/ERN&SCC 08.05.1991 LAUNCH 8.23 
OLYMPUS inc. BAE. SPAR 29.05.1991 IN ORB.INC. (sal) 4.30 
AURORA II (SAT C5) INC. G.E. ASTRO 11.06.1991 E. ORB INC (sal) 3.30 (fuel loss) 
AURORA II (SAT C5) G.E. AMERICOM 11.06.1991 EARLY ORBIT (sal) 2.91 (fuel loss) 
AURORA II (SAT CS) PACIFIC TELECOM 11.06.1991 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 6.39 (fuel loss) 
PEGASUS F2 OSC 17.07.1991 LAUNCH 0.82 
SATCOM 4 INTEG RES 12.10.1991 IN ORBIT (sat) 2.94 
COS1MA IV INTOSPACE 27.11.1991 LAUNCH (sal) 0.06 
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PAID LOSSES 
SATELLITE INSURED DATE PHASE (Million USS) NOTES 

UOSAT E UNIV. OF SURREY 14.12.1991 EARLY ORBIT (sit) 0.03 
ASTRA IB O.E. ASTRO 31.12.1991 E. ORB INC. (tat) 1.29 
JOUST 1 ORBCOMM 31.12.1991 LAUNCH 2.30 
ORBCOMM X crr 31.12.1991 LAUNCH 0.80 
GALAXY IR HUGHES 22.08.1992 LAUNCH 159.50 
CONSORT S EER 01.10.1992 LAUNCH 2.07 
OPTUS B2 HUGHES 21.12.1992 LAUNCH 42.00 
OPTUS B2 AEROSPATIALE 21.12.1992 LAUNCH 59.60 
SKYNET A,C BAE 31.12.1992 E. ORB INC. (sat) 5.45 (have just been bformed thaï thèse daims have been seltled at 

PND 1,341.700 and PND 2.316.400) 

TOTAL 1,905.78 MILLION USS 

OUTSTANDING LOSSES/RECOVERIES 

OUT. LOSSES 
SATELLITE INSURED DATE PHASE (MILLION USJ) NOTES 

ANIK E2 SPAR AEROSPACE 12.04.1991 E. ORB INC. (sat) 0.79 
ASC 2 A.S.C. 29.04.1991 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 16.10 
AURORA II (SAT C5) PACIFIC TELECOM 11.06.1991 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 0.00 (heater anomaly) 
ANIK El SPAR AEROSPACE 26.09.1991 E. ORB INC. (sat) 0.63 
H1SPASAT IA MATRA- MARCONI 08.09.1992 E. ORB INC. (sat) 2.24 
HISPASAT IA HISPASAT 08.09.1992 EARLY ORBIT (sat) 36.68 
SPOT 2 SAT IMAGE 26.11.1992 IN ORBIT (sat) 2.91 
UHF 1 HUGHES 25.03.1993 LAUNCH 142.00 

TOTAL 201.35 MILLION USS 
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